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Love’s Way
Lynn Ehrenberger

And | look at you

As another traveler upon this earth
And I say to you
Let me hold your hand

That I may help you
Over places where you might stumble
Without me.
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Funeral rain was coming. He could smell it on the
slowly moving evening winds that had sprung up
from the south only a few hours before. He could
taste it, feel its sticky, dark, and misty presence.
He could almost see it slowly settling out of ashgray heavens, sinking into the slimy earth, setling into his bones. He threw his cigarette over

the railing and walked in off the veranda.
“Sorry to keep you waiting, Cardinal. | was just
out surveying the weather. That south wind is
bringing rain, isn’t it? It always does back East.”
He carefully latched the ornate glass panels behind him as he spoke, pulling the heavy violet
curtains partly closed.
“| suppose it might if the wind keeps up.” The
voice was low and pensive. Tired. The words
were spoken out of a feeble old habit of respect.
The tone was second nature. “Yet, | suppose we
will get rain if this keeps up.”
“You know, | really detest these spring rains.
They eat away at you, ream out your very insides.
Crawl into you like boring worms while all you
can do is sit by and laugh or weep.” He began
walking towards the desk. “It’s like presiding at
your own funeral.”

“But the farmers like them, General. Good
rains mean good crops, and all that. Your superiors would like that—good crops
—wouldn't
they? Too bad you weren’t a farmer.”’ He laughed.
“You're growing feeble in your dotage, Cardinal.” The tone was humorous, with an edge of
irony. “You forget the good old days. Or have
your princely garmets obliterated the traces of
soft spring mud from your own mind?”

“One doesn’t forget one’s childhood, General.
At least, not easily.’”” He breathed deeply. ‘‘Es-

Rain
A Red Bundle
of Feathers bro. paviaHibler, S.M.

friends...”
“Oh, come now, General, we’re still not licking
old wounds, are we?’ The cardinal laughed as
the general had before, a tinge of sadness mellowing the tones. ‘The little incidents of one’s
youth are far too petty to hold beyond...’’ He
paused and whispered some inaudible syllables

to himself. ‘Perhaps there are grounds in some
cases to regret some things.”
“No, you were quite right in the first place,

Cardinal.” The bravado seemed evident in the
tone. “Life is much too short to worry about such
silly incidents of youth. Yes, it’s senseless after
almost fifty years to think of little things of youth
when other matters are more weighty.” He half
turned, then paused pensively.
“And even if we do, why—why regret the
choice? After all, you were the much more logical candidate than |. | admit it and proclaim it
now. You were brighter, quicker, wittier, more
handsome than the plodding and rather crude
son of Martin Hansler. Why shouldn’t you have
been taken into the court of Master Ransleriech
over such a one?”
“Yet, you know, Cardinal, there is one thing
that has always fascinated me.’’ He glanced
away, a glazed look in his eye. ‘Did you ever
think of what might have been, had things been
any different? Say, if Kruger had not come home
that one day with the bleeding face from our little
tussle? Or if Master Ransleriech had sought refuge in the Hansler household rather than in the
Malenskys’ during that April storm? Or, yes, or

even if townsman Marion’s daughter never had
been found to be with...”
“Really, General, | think this has gone far

pecially at this time of life.’’ His gaze lifted from

enough, don’t you?” The Cardinal’s tone was

the threadbare red cloth wrapped about him and
wandered out across the room. “As for princely

firm, but not abrasive. “Childhood and youthful
memories can prove very interesting, but | don’t

garments—” He ended in a chuckle.
“But you’ve seen them, Cardinal. Yes, you saw
them far before I knew the smooth, clean touch

believe either of us, especially in our present
conditions, can afford to indulge in such pleasantries...”

of silk against my skin.” The tone turned hard.

“Quite right,” interrupted the general, “forgive

“It’s easy to know them quickly when one has

me, Cardinal. Yet, | wonder if the tables would

have been greatly turned had Dame Fate willed
that...” He tossed his shoulders back and turned
toward the windows. “Yes, | believe we were

talking about the weather. The rain. Not too good,
that rain. Not too good at all — especially today.”
“Well, at least it may help douse the fires—or
or keep them from spreading.”
The general studied the pattern in the wallpaper. “Yes, they may very well help put out the
fires.” His glance drifted down towards the

closed glass panels. Through the crack between
the end of the curtain and the wall the city was
black. He couldn’t see them, yet he knew that
toward the north the tiny, flickering fingers of red
haloed in orange were breaking the gloom of the
low-cast sky. Five, ten at the most still burned.
The others were dead. The last would be finished
by the morning. “But | suppose you have surmised that I’ve not called you here to talk about
the weather any more than about our youth?”
“Whether or not, | know not...” The red rags
let out a slight chuckle. Crooked yellow teeth
showed through the awkward grin. ‘‘No pun in-

tended, of course, General.’’ His mouth continued grinning, but his eyes grew intense as they
retreated into the sagging blue sockets. “Yes,
one can’t afford such luxuries when one is fighting a war.” He stared with uneasy frankness at
the general’s boots, following the rippled leather
to the pleat of the pants, up the rigid pleat to the
gaily-ribboned jacket. The mouth wasfirmer —
not stern, but rigid nonetheless. The jaw jutted
slightly; the eyes flashed. “Not so, General?”
“Calling this little interaction a war is giving it
much more dignity than becomes it, Cardinal.”
He lit another cigarette. ‘| should have thought

that clear.” The small red form shifted its position in the cushions. ‘And as for talk, you don’t
know how much I'd like the luxury of just a few

mellowing? Probably not—but what? A doubt
raced across the Cardinal’s mind but quickly
found itself filed away. Much too dangerous, not
neat or orderly to let untangled ends like that go
floating loosely about one’s mind.
“Comrades?” There was a short, sharp, cyni-

cal little laugh. The dreamy look was gone. “Did
| say comrades, Cardinal? Excuse my boldness.
In light of what has occurred recently, | guess we
can no longer grace our relationship with that
term—if we ever could.” The stiff red form remained unruffled, still puzzled.
“Very well, then, Cardinal.’ He rustled beneath the pile of papers on the desk and retrieved a yellow square with a smooth, metallic

motion. “Very well, we’ll come right down to business. As commandant of this nation’s army and
the official delegate of our solemn legislature|
must demand that you and your fellow officers
and men surrender by 0930 tomorrow morning”
—he glanced up—‘“‘or face the risk of....’’ The
Cardinal did not move.
“Risk of? General?”
‘Need | spell it out? Really, Cardinal, | think
you could at least spare me the undue—.”’ He
paused to glance across.
The shrivelled form was placid, its head bent
over. The Cardinal’s eyes seemed shut; his lips
were moving silently. Across the faded red of his
robe his right hand was playing with a bit of unravelled thread from the end of his sleeve. With-

out lifting his head or opening his eyes he mumbled again, “Risk of what, General?’ The questioning lids of his eyes popped open. “Defeat?
Starvation? Sickness? Come now, General, you
should know that we’ve lived too long with these

to let such childish threats disturb us.”
“Annihilation.”
The red form started.

hours to ourselves spent in friendly chatter—like

“Annihilation, Cardinal, pure and simple.” The

the good old days, before the school—like old-

tensed muscles on the old man’s face grew more
and more distinct, then relaxed.
“You haven't the means, General — not yet at
least, not to do a good job of it.”” He let out a pro-

time comrades.”” He gazed away, again with a
dreamy look. The Cardinal caught the look this
time and hesitated. It was something new—a

longed sigh. ‘“‘And besides, we’ve faced that

loved and hated? Why babble so about a dying

senger hurried in toward the desk as the wide

threat, too. My God, we've faced that too.” The
lids drooped once more over his eyes. “I never

city when the only thing necessary was to cut
short the further useless slaughter and destruc-

door opened.
“Latest dispatch, sir.”’

knew until tonight just how terribly we faced it.”
He released himself into the folds of the chair

tion?
“And then | was turning the final corner when

“Thank you. That will be all.”
He slit the seal with a distracted indifference

and continued.

| heard the silence broken by something familiar.
You'll never guess what it was, General. An ac-

and pulled the blue paper from within. “Blue now
—headquarters must think I’m using these for
wallpaper.” There was no response. He looked

“Perhaps it was just an accident, General, your
sending the pick-up car to the Brandlein Square

cordian! An old street accordian! And they were

barricade. My headquarters weren't there, you
know. An adjutant drove me as close as he could,
but the streets became impassible because of the
heavy debris. ‘It’s not a bad night,’ | said, ‘so why
not walk the rest of the way?’ And you know

playing an obotic—back inside the shattered
guts of an old apartment there were five or six

something, General? You know something?” He
was leaning forward on the edge of the cushion,
quivering. “Tonight, for the first time since the

knew we were finally beaten.”” He bent forward,
cupping his head in his palms. ‘And | almost fell
over a charred log or body or something lying in
the road because | started crying from the ac-

fires were out, | saw Brandlein. | saw it, General.
| saw it!” His voice was old and pleading, a curious mixture close to a whimper anda cry.
“| had reports, Cardinal. | understand that
Brandlein took quite a beating. It’s unfortunate,
| know, but I...”
“Il saw it! My God, you can’t believe what | saw,
General.”” He stopped and looked around. “You
and | were both here in the last war. We both saw
the gutted buildings with their charcoal ribs and
blackened faces. We both waded through the
streets mired in blood and bits of broken bodies.

of them huddled aroundalittle fire to cook their
mash. And they were playing an obotic. And you

know something, General—that was when |

cordian playing an obotic, and | knew that we
were beaten and | knew that there was but one
thing left to ransom our defeat.
“Yes, | knew we were beaten, General. | knew

what it meant to be annihilated. And | said to myself, ‘the only thing left for them to do is to come

in here and gather up the piece.’ And | knew |

back at the sheet and read in silence.
“Well, | guess that settles it.”
He faced the blank gaze coming out of the
couch. “It looks like this is finally it, Cardinal.”
Still no response. ‘These orders, Cardinal—l
think you came here looking for them.” He cut
off and paused to try to harden his features. He
couldn’t. “Up to now | couldn’t offer you sure
and swift destruction, but |—well, listen for yourself.”

‘“““‘My dear general... Relative to the last dispatch which was sent to you at 1740 today, we
remind you that the deadline for the unconditional surrender of the persons currently in rebellion against our soverign republic....’”
He paused to glance up. He let out a short,

could keep coming here, since | knew you would
offer to annihilate us—and that we still had one
more chance. And | laughed because old death,
the not-too-absent stranger, was going to finally

sarcastic chuckle before continuing, ‘‘‘...against

We both observed the looks of dead-tired dis-

catch up with us all. And | wept because we were

to inform you that three divisions
—two of ar-

gust, but determination, on everyone we met.
But General, this time there was something different.” He whispered slowly and softly. ‘It was
dead, General. It was something far worse than

all too weak to welcome his embrace. So | came
here tonight without a struggle, General, because
are nothing more than dirges piped to bear our

mored tank and one of infantry —will have
crossed the border by the time you receive this
message. They should arrive at the perimeter of
your battle zone by 0230 tomorrow, and are to be

the last war. That sector was dead; its soul gone.
The forms that moved around were mere walk-

souls to hell...”
The little form seemed lost in the folds of the

deployed by you at will. Field commander of the
units is General Erick Vamersgotten. He has

| and we were and are too weak and obotics

our sovereign republic is at 0930 tomorrow. To

aid you in the dispersal of any anticipated resistance to this final and decisive blow | am pleased

ing shadows. Their faces hollow and gaunt, but

chair. He was silent now. The general still stood

been instructed to put himself and his men at

something missing that they’d never lost before.

by the desk, tracing with his booted toe the pat-

your complete disposal until the cessation of

| can’t say what or why. Maybe it was the silence
— unearthly and stifling; | wanted to scream un-

tern of a river through the rug. He counted the
number of small scars on his once-beaten hands.

hostilities, and will, of course...’ “Oh hell.’’ He
flung the dispatch upon the cluttered desk and

til | heard it broken, and then | wept. It was dead,

He ran his fingers up and down the rigid seam of

began pacing back and forth, massaging the

General, and | knew that | was walking through
a city that had lost its soul—and all hope.”

his pleated trousers. He shifted his weight from
foot to foot, then murmured, “I’m sorry, Cardinal.”

back of his neck with his right hand.
“Three divisions more, General?’’ The sinking

The general was poised on the side of his desk.

A buzzer broke the silence. The general looked

chin threw out the vagrant words and then con-

How make out this man whom he had once both

up and then pushed a button on his desk. A mes-

tinued toward the sunken red chest. ‘Never

couldn’t make much difference. Nothing could

tinued.

make much difference, could it?”
“No, Cardinal. At this stage of the game, |
guess it really couldn’t.” His words were hard
and bitter
— directed not at the cardinal but at
the dark and stupid forces that had gathered up
them both in opposition. “I guess it really
couldn't.”
The red form breathed deeply. Once. Twice.

“As you could well imagine, the impossibility
of obtaining an abundance of fresh food began
to tell already by the second day. Skimp and
save
—just in case
—was the watchword. And
all day long we wondered at our brashness. And
puzzled that there was still no word about the
success in the other cities that were to rise with
us. We waited for the word. But that night the

seemed to blend into their somber pattern. His
dreary red almost seemed to merge with the
weeping violet. He blended, yet stuck out: like
an old faded patch on bulging wine skins. The
wind picked up and rushed through the open
door, billowing the curtains further. He reached
up and grasped the swaying cloth. He hung
there, like an old faded patch.
Outside the thunder drew nearer. A flash or two
of lightning flickered across the horizon and then

The general paused in his pacing and turned

cloud of doubt began to fall. That night we began

died, drowned in the torrents of rain at its heels.

toward the cardinal, then folded his arms, sink-

to learn that we were all alone.”
He looked up again. The general’s face was expressionless, yet the glimmer in his eyes was still
inviting.
“And then we heard on the third day, that you
were coming. We were frantic at first, merely at
the thought of such a betrayal. Kraminov decided
to withdraw into Sectors Four and Five, since
these parts of the city could be best defended.
| must admit that he was quite a man for strategy.
He held you up, General, with those outer city
defenses. For two whole days he held up up,
before we had to retreat into Four and Five. ‘Hold
out,’ we said, ‘Hold out for just one day more and
then the West will come to our defense. We won't
be so deserted.’’’ He poundeda clenched fist
against his open palm. ‘And every hour on the
hour those broadcasts kept saying, ‘Please, hold
out. Your case is before the United Nations. The
United States is mobilizing forces. Britain and

The general cleared his throat and swallowed.
He rubbed his green sleeve across the ridge of

mind,” the cardinal mumbled, ‘I guess it really

encouragement in the general’s eyes and con-

ing back on his heels, waiting for some reply.
There was a distant rumble of thunder. The long,
low, hollow voice rose from out of the cushions
and merged with the distant roar. It started
slowly. “Three armored cars and a handful of
men...’ The roar of the thunder vanished; the
cardinal continued.
“No, | suppose three armored cars and a handful of men, women and children with brooms and
bottles of gasoline couldn’t stand much of a
chance against three more divisions, could they?
| suppose it will take more than blind courage
and dumb determination to stop a tank or mor-

tar, won't it?”
The general puzzled at the tone: reminiscent
and remorseful, reflective yet somehow deadly.
“But we had you worried for a while, though,

didn’t we?” He arose from the chair and passed
across the room to the windows. He stood there

for a moment, gazing through the curtains into
the night, then reached to open the door.

France are amassing aid. Please, hold out just

his brow and spoke without looking up.
“You make my job no easier, Cardinal. You
don’t make my stinking job one-hell-of-a-bit easier.”’ He turned away to hide his face.
The cardinal seemed not to notice. He re-

mained facing the curtains, clinging to their support, swaying like a sheet in the breeze.
“Remember the famine, General? Remember,
back then when you and | went scavenging for
scraps of garbage in the alleys and the dumps?
Remember that one time that we came across
the shriveled form lying behind a sheet of cardboard with its belly stuck out and its mouth wide
open and its stick-arms madly crossed upon its
chest?” He didn’t bother to look up for any sign
of recognition. ‘I’ve seen only one worse body
in my life, General—the corpse that | walked
through out there tonight. The stinking, smouldering corpse out behind these curtains. A rotting
corpse that will proclaim it goes on living, despite
the countless cells that have died and withered

“Yes, as God is my witness we had you worried there that first day, didn’t we? | don’t think
rll ever forget that day, General. It will be hard
to forget a day like that.” He stood there, by the

a little longer. PLEASE, HOLD OUT!’”’ Tears began to trickle down his cheeks. ‘“‘And we held out,
General, we held out for not one or two or three
but four whole days after you had driven us to
the wall! And those—those—” His tone rose in

curtains, his very sorrow offering strength. ‘‘We

amazement. “They watched and waited and did

alive until it is free to live as it want; to live, as |

danced in the streets and played obetics gaily
that first night. Did you know that, General? We

nothing but talk, and talk, and talk, and broadcast PLEASE, PLEASE, HOLD OUT!” He turned

hope to God it wants.”
He turned to face the back of the man who refused to play foe. “If you’ve nothing more, General, I'll convey my last bequest from the other
officers and return with their ultimatum. | dare
say, they won’t be too much surprised.”

danced and played and laughed and shouted
and—’” He lost himself in a hoarse sob. ‘‘And the
second day we began to feel the pinch.—”

He looked up pleadingly. He caught the look of

his back. Deliberately, almost to himself, “It’s
enough to make you despair.”
The faded red form remained

motionless

against the billowing curtains. The cardinal

in its frame. Lick its wounds and say that it’s
alive. Pretend, yet never really live because its
vital organs are dead and buried. Never really

“| just wanted you to know, Cardinal, that
there will be dispensations as well as reprisals
when this stinking mess is over.—’’ The words
caught on his tongue and tumbled over. “‘l’ll do
my best, Cardinal, you can be sure that I'll do
my damn best to....”
“Dispensations?” The red form quivered. “‘Dispensations, you say?” A tremor ran over his
gaunt cheek. ‘“‘My God, General, you don’t think
I’ve been talking all this while just to stir up old
memories and the hope of dispensations!”’
The cardinal flushed deeply. The red of his
brow made him blend into the curtains completely. “You can tell your superiors and your
staff and the world for all | care that they know
what they can do with their dispensations!”’ The
words were heated and arrogant. He spit them
out with incisive rapidity. ‘‘“General, we want no
dispensations to live on intimate terms with every
louse and rat in the darkness of your dungeons.
We want no dispensations to the freedom of a
one-story house, where a step outside means a
signature on a death warrant. We want no dispensations to live and cower like dogs in a city
of fear and hatred, knowing that—dammit, General!’’ He was shouting. “Il hope | make myself
clear. We want no dispensations!”’

faltered during the tirade. He refused to winch or
to grimace with pain from the knife that had just
been run between them. “I’m sorry, Cardinal, if
I've offended you in any way. | suppose it would
be best if we leave the arrangements until after
the surrender—if you wish it so.’’ Strange to hear
the victor speak in such a tone. So strange. “You
mentioned a final message, Cardinal?’
“Well, not exactly, General—a final bequest
might be more like it. Let’s call it a going-away
present.”’ He spoke hollowly and artificially, almost a little arrogantly. He seemed to be forcing
himself to pick a quarrel. ‘It’s unfortunate that
absurd circumstances haven't made it any easier
for me to deliver this, General. | only hope you
realize that | don’t deliver it out of any personal
feeling or malevolence.”
His hand slid from under the faded red cassock, as the general started.
It was a small silvery pistol. The stubbed nose
was so short that it even seemed out of propor-

tion with the miniature handle.
“Oh, come now, Cardinal,’’ he chuckled. “I
really have enough guns as it is. | can’t see that I'll
be able to put this one to any good use.”
The red form shifted the weight from hand to
hand. “Il think that | can, General.” The tone was
cold, distant.

The general glanced around the room, then
back at the clutter on the desk. When he raised
his eyes, the gun was still leveled in his direction.

He brushed his side with his elbow, right over the
spot of the holster he had always refused to
carry. “You really can’t be serious, Cardinal.’’

He paused to regain his breath. It was soft

His initial surprise was giving way to shock and

when he resumed. ‘‘We’re much too old to be
dispensed, General.’”’ He could hardly be heard

disbelief. “You really can’t be. Not when you
have nothing in the least that you can gain.” He

over the steady rumble of the approaching storm.
“We’re much too old and tired and beaten to

spoke with a shade of desperation. ‘My God,

want anything but a high gray wall on a cold,
clear morning. A fifty-second trial and a fivesecond dispensation—that’s all we want now,
General. That’s all it will take to dispense us... .”’
The general’s broad green shoulders had not

Cardinal, haven’t you seen enough here tonight
to let you know that | am more on your side than
on my own?”

The voice was sad, remorseful: ‘You think |
don’t realize the consequences and the futility
of it all, General? You think | don’t know just how

Nick Clemens

“One thing more, Cardinal.’’ He spoke hurriedly
but softly; he kept his back to the fragile form.
A little wisp of smoke rose from the crushed cigarette in the palm of his hand. As he threw the
mangled bit of butt onto the floor there was a
bright flash and immediate clap of thunder. He
remained silent until the noise had died down.

sorry | shall be to have to take such a step? Yet,
tomorrow all that the world shall know is that
General Herman Hansler, valiant and victorious
conquerer of the rebellious insurgents against
our beloved republic, has paid for his success
with his life. And such an absurd death by an

He turned once more to bless the crumpled
green form just as the doors were pushed open.
As he pushed through the heavy curtain he felt
the cool slap of the air. He poised at the edge
of the veranda. The clean wind across his cheek
brought him partly to awareness. He mumbled

absurb murderer who will pay for his absurd

again, ‘My God, General, oh my God—forgive?

action with his absurd life might just make an
absurd world realize just how absurd a price

—forget?—”
The aide fired the first volley from halfway
across the room. They were random shots, fired
at nothing but a hole in the curtain and a guess.
The aide was lucky.

must be paid for this ridiculous thing we call
our liberty.’”” He glanced over the barrel and
gazed at the general’s eyes. ‘I’m sorry, General,
but you have to die. Not for being you, but for
being more than you: for being an absurd image
to a stupid world of the bondage that would enslave us all. I’m sorry. | can only hope that you’re
ready to die.”
There were three rapid shots. The curtains
swelled; the thunder pealed loudly again.
“My God, Cardinal, you have nothing to gain.”

The General was sinking to his knees near the
desk. The red form slid out toward the veranda.
“Cardinal?” The hoarse whisper reached his

ears and sounded even louder than the storm
outside. “Cardinal, please... .”
The Cardinal paused and turned back. He
couldn’t chance it; others would be in in just a
moment. He sprang from the curtains and knelt
next to the form by the desk, lifting the head

and gently cradling it in his hands.
“Cardinal—please—forg. ...”

Tiny trickles of red emerged from the two sides
of his lips and spread down through the ridge
of his cheeks. The word was lost in a final cough

and tremor. The head dropped limp. ‘‘General,”’
he shouted, “‘Gerieral, please—what did you say?
What—” There could and would be no answer.

He let the head go and stood up, stumbling toward the billowing curtains. There were noises

and running on the floor above. He heard sounds
in the corridor outside as he fought his way
toward the door of partial escape, his vision

hazy. “Forgive? Forget? My God, General, my
Gog..."

The shriveled red form hung like a feather for
a moment on the whistling wind, then tumbled
softly forward over the railing to the small square
beneath. It quivered for a second, then curled
up to a soft red bundle. And was quiet.
Dark spots began to appear here and there
upon the red. They came cautiously at first, but
as the falling mist settled faster they stained
more and more deeply. It had begun to rain.

Footprints in the Snow

On the Mount

When the sky’s communion sings,

Along the narrow, aspen-bordered trail,

Snow, like Christ, from heaven brings
A new whiteness to all things.
Similar to virgin birth,
Snow comes pure upon the earth,
Enlightening man of what he’s worth.

For miles where all was tinkling bell-leaves and
The crisp, clean crack of pine tree scales, your hand
Had led me on. Within one homely dale
We stopped to hear a golden bough of frail
And flaccid aspen finger bells. When fanned
By helping breeze, it offered up its land
To me. And yet on you led me from that vale
Of given pleasure to a barren col
Of bleak and chaste grey rock beyond whose gate
I passed into an all engulfing whole,
A dizzy scene of lands within a bowl
Whose only bounds | could not see: A bait
To draw my sin. My God, I feared Id fall!

With a snowflake on her eye,
We were the first under that sky
To make a new path, love and I.
Through the snow our figures wade.
Hand in handatrail we made.
Will time or distance make it fade?
Together will those footprints last,
Or be like snowflakes of the past?
Was there importance in the cast?
And is there love in us who go,
Making footprints in the snow?
Or will this be for God to know?

Richard Creamer

Ray Makkos

Transcendence
A Trilogy of Poems
Bro. Joseph Manzo, S.M.
A sun-cast shadow

of a sapling.
Inscape of all
it will be.
Rustle
isn’t a word.

It is the sound

of eternity.

Only running feet
will never see
The footprints
left behind.

Ol’ Casey Revisited
Roger Obermeyer
It’s rumored down in Mudville town that all has not been said
‘Bout that famed day when Casey whiffed and lowly hung his head.
I know you all remember how the tension filled the air,
But few did see the smile that crossed ol’ Casey’s mighty stare.
When he stepped up to toe the plate, the crowd was hushed and awed,
Though all looked good, as well it should, yet something smelled of fraud.
It wasn’t in his walk, my friends — that always was the same:
He pranced as if he’d done this bit in every single game.

t

It wasn’t in his bat, oh no, that stick could not be doubted,

That very club was much renowned for homers it had clouted.
Nor was it in his bearing, as all could plainly see,
His confidence was glowing, like bright apples ona tree.
Yet still | felt disturbed and fraught, something was not right,
And clear as day I saw it when ol’ Casey tooka strike.
His eyes were glazed, or so they looked, staring straight on ahead,
They did not have that bright blue look, dull gray they seemed instead.
Yet why should Casey look so sad? He’d taken strikes before!
But then the second whizzed right by — he was not even sore.
Instead of screaming bloody threats into the umpire’s ear,
He waved his bat up to the stands and they began to cheer.
But now that Case was all afire, | curled back in my seat,
To await the tumult soon to come when bat and ball would meet.
Again the fans turned deathly still, as Casey dug in good,
His right foot planted way far back, as only Casey could.
The scene was set, as you all know, for that most crucial toss,
And here it was I saw the thing that spelled the teama loss.
Ol’ Casey turned and glinted back at someone down below,
And a snicker on his face did grow, and grow and grow and grow.
The pitcher fired, ol’ Casey swung, the story was complete
—
The Mudville team, and Casey too, had gone down in defeat.
Yet still | couldn’t leave the park, as all the others did,
For way back then, as you may guess, I was just a kid.
| thought I’d wait around a bit, | had a plan in mind,
I’d wait outside the clubhouse door to see what I could find.
But as I turned the corner, ol’ Casey | did spot,
Already talking to a man, outside the parking lot.
I thought it was a friend of his, or possibly a scribe,

But as he handed Casey money, | knew it was a bribe.
“So that’s why Casey looked so bad!” I know that’s what you’re saying,
But let me add a final note before you start your braying.

Ol’ Case could not have met that ball, nor could another hitter,
For little did he know that day, the pitcher threw a spitter.

A Small
Reward
The undertaker turned right to approach the center figure in the sitting room. “Mrs. Antonio, in a
few moments we’re going to bring your husband
downstairs. Perhaps it would be easier for you
if you went into the kitchen now.”
She looked up at O’Brien. “| was with him when

he die —! wash him afterwards,” she gasped
slightly. ‘No point | leave now,” she concluded.

He hestitated a moment, then shrugged, turned
and walked from the room. The daughters and
son had already gone to the kitchen as O’Brien
climbed the steps to the bedroom, which would
contain a detectable odor of death, a rosary, a
missal anda little bottle of holy water resting on
a bedside stand; a cruifix anchoring several dried
palm stems above an iron-postered bed; a clean
shaven, swarthy visage jutting above a sheet,
with pennies holding the eyes shut and a handkerchief drawn under the jaw and knotted at the

scalp. Shortly he returned to the stairs to direct
his two attendants waiting with the cot; then he
entered the kitchen to obtain data for a press
notice from the son and daughters. Tomorrow the

room would be filled with cakes, cheeses, salamies, and Chianti. Today onlya solitary coffee
pot bubbled on the gas stove, and the only visible

food was a loaf of bread on the table around
which the three sat.

Now from the sitting room came sobbing and
a low moaning as the attendants wheeled the
sheeted body through the dining room to the outside door and carried it through the people as-

sembled outside. Mrs. Antonio continued to rock
painfully as she clasped her hands before her
face. In a few minutes, O’Brien had all the needed
information and departed.
The following morning the Antonios sorrowAndrew Buttram

fully and hesitantly entered the dull-carpeted,
brightly lighted room furnished with coffins. The

i undertaker spoke easily and slowly, introducing
the varying types of woods, metals and interiors ,
to the family.
As he edged past a heavy rounded bronze casket to one of a lighter gauge, silver metal, Mrs.
Antonio did not follow. The others waited behind
her.

“This kind seal, no?’ she asked, observing the

count,” she said.
She counted meticulously. Some of the notes
bore gold ink; they totaled two thousand dollars.
“Is no tax?” she asked.
‘Never mind the tax, Mrs. Antonio; I'll include

a”
“No, thanka you anyway. The government good
to me, and | want pay tax. You good to me, and
| want pay you.”
Defeated, he advised her of the amount, and

glass lid hinged against the outer bronze top.
He walked back. ‘“‘Yes, Mrs. Antonio, that is a
double walled solid bronze. It is actually a casket
within a casket.”
‘‘Mama mia!” said the son. ‘““Two thousand dolie...
“The price is high, but no casket is better constructed. It would last through centuries,” interjected the undertaker.
Mrs. Antonio’s calloused hands lightly
caressed the soft burgundy interior. ‘| take this
one,” she stated.
“You sure, Mamma? That’s a lotta money,”
cautioned the son.
The two girls whispered behind her.
Mrs. Antonio frowned. “l’ma certain!” she replied emphatically. “And Mr. O’Brien, you no
hafta worry about your money. | pay soon after
the funeral.”
“| don’t worry, Mrs. Antonio.’”’ He knew the old
Italian hatred of debt. He smiled sympathetically
and directed them from the room.
Five days after the service, she returned to the
funeral home, accompanied by a daughter.

unclasped it, and slowly counted out the balance.
He gave her a receipt.
‘Goodby, and thanka you,” she said; “you did
everything just the way | want.’”’ Mrs. Antonio and
her daughter went out into the sunshine.
Three months elapsed before she again entered the mortuary. She came alone this time, to
pay her respect to another Italian man who lay
in state. She waddled slowly into the familiar visitation room and up to the casket, where she stood
for several moments between the two lighted
candles. She crossed herself and wiped her
eyes; then she briefly caressed the interior cloth
of the casket before slowly turning to shuffle to
the back of the room. It was early afternoon and
only four other women were there, none of whom
were relatives. All were Italian, all wore buns. A
woman on the divan adjusted to make space, and
Mrs. Antonio sat heavily beside her. No one
spoke.
Finally, Mrs. Antonio raised her head, straight-

O’Brien escorted them into the office. “Sit down

ened her shoulders and jutted her jaw slightly.

please, Mrs. Antonio.”

“No, | stand. | want to pay now.” She placed a
black frayed cloth purse on the table. From it she
withdrewa tightly tied brown sack. Carefully, she §

Her eyes glistened. ‘‘When my Joe, he die, | buy
him the besta casket they got.” Her words reverberated in the silence.
“Questa bono, Franquita,’’ said one of the

removed the string and revealeda pile of bills, Fai

women.

most of which were wider than those current. “I bd fi

she withdrew a smaller purse from the original,

All slowly nodded agreement.
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Babylon
Bro. David Hibler, $.M.

“She has fallen, Babylon the great,
who of the wine of her wrath and immorality
has given all nations to drink.”
—Apocalypse 14:8
Silent we sit
viewing hung harps along Euphrates’ banks,
weeping through stiffened necks, aloud
for hardened hearts and blinded vision.
No doctors now to save us;
vacant psychiatrists’ couch.

How long, O Lord? How long
will we be forced to bear the burden of abuse
(God damn, if you do that once more
| swear Ill kick you in the chops)
to mind and heart and soul?
How long will you deny
the Light to make us see,
the Sound to make us hear,
the Voice to speak to you
for us?
Silent we sit
viewing hung harps along Euphrates’ banks,

popsicles, bowl games, and T.V. dinners.

weeping through stiffened necks, aloud
for hardened hearts and blinded vision.
Our records cracked; our T.V.s broke; our bottles dry:
and nobody at home to play with.

Naked we lay in Elysian fields

Nolybab, Babylon, Nolybab.

friends of none, desired of all
in search of others,

scorned of our own selves.
Eating pretzels, drinking beer;
fornicating, and reading the funnies.
Nolybab, Nolybab, Nolybab.

Babylon, Nolybab, Babylon.
Just tell us where to start!
We'll never finish, but we’ll stop
at least to start beginning:
hoping for an end to

Ash in our hair, rents in our cloaks,
tears in our drink, and our teeth set on edge
over bitter grapes and stain too deep for even
electric washers or new gas dryers
to get clean. We have sinned.

with nymphs and fairies

Silent we sit
viewing hung harps along Euphrates’ banks,
weeping through stiffened necks, aloud
for hardened hearts and blinded vision.
Dross on our gold, dirt in our mouths:
our suburbs are rubble, mere hillocks of dung.

Babylon, Babylon, Babylon.
Without missiles we shall conquer.
Hi-fis gone, we'll be the more out-joyous led
to sounds of tabor, drum, and cymbals;

Even now we long upon their pleasures,

singing, dancing in our sackcloth;
cries of vanquish roaring loudly

though we’ll not long deny your love again

through new opened gates and sky-eyes,

if you’ll but teach us once or twice
or thousands how now to long.

ears unstopped, half-hardened hearts
no more to frigidaire, once-muted voices

(Rip out transistors, smash the tubes,

bold declaring to the winds:

burn all plastics, pour cosmetics down the drain
that, but God, we love so well. How can we?)

SMASH THEIR CHILDREN ON THE ROCKS!

O LORD DESTROY THEIR CITIES!
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U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Division: Education
Committee: Children’s Literature
Sub-committee: Revision of Fairy Tales
Subject: Little Red Riding Hood
Report No. DE174CL39621LRRH1
Roger Obyermeyer

What with all the propaganda and strife that is present between the United States and its Eastern antagonists, what

would happen if the government decided to set up a subcommittee to revise children’s stories for foreign consumption? We could possibly expect copy such as this to be turned in for approval:

LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD

LITTLE GRAY RIDING VEIL
(Title has been altered to avoid possible co-relation
of the color “red” to any pro-Eastern ideological beliefs. Also, the term “hood” has recently taken upon

a slang connotation of ‘“‘tough-guy,” “gangland member,” etc. This change has been suggested on the premise we must remember propagandistic material can be
drawn out of even the most innocent of contexts.)

Once upon a time there wasalittle girl who was called
little Red Riding Hood, because she was quite small
and because she always worea red cloak with a big
red hood to it, which her grandmother had made for her.

Once upon a time there wasalittle girl who was called
Little Gray Riding Veil because she was quite small and
because she always wore a gray Cloak with a big gray
veil to it, which she had purchased at the local inde-

pendent clothing store.
(Change suggested here is based on the preceding
premise. We certainly do not wish to convey the image
that American families need to make their own clothes.

Good chance also to plug the idea of independentlyowned stores.)
Now one day her mother, who had been churning and

Now one day her mother, who had been leisurely watch-

baking cakes, said to her:

ing the oven, said to her:
(We are the “Great Society.’’ We do not churn. We watch

our personally-owned machines do the work.)
“My dear, put on your red cloak with the hood to it, and

“My dear, put on your gray cloak with the veil to it,

take this cake and this pot of butter to your Grannie,
and ask how she is, for | hear she is ailing.”

and take this surplus cake and this extra pot of butter
to your Grannie, and ask how she is, for | hear she just
received Medicare.”

(Change is necessitated here lest we produce the illusion Grannie is starving and the family is denying itself
to feed her. Second part needed to illustrate how well

the aged are immediately and graciously taken care
of.)

mother who made her so many nice things, so she put

Now little Gray Riding Veil was very fond of her grandmother who gave her so many nice things, so she put

on her cloak joyfully, and started on her errand.

on her cloak joyfully, and started on her errand.

Now little Red Riding Hood was very fond of her grand-

(Small detail changed here lest we have left the impression Grannie has no surplus, for as we in the bureaucracy know, all Americans have surplus.)
But her grandmother lived some way off, and to reach
the cottage little Red Riding Hood had to pass through
a vast lonely forest.

But her grandmother lived a long way off, and to reach
the cottage, little Gray Riding Veil had to pass through
a vast area of redevelopment.
(Not only do we wish not to denote huge, dangerous
plots of acreage, but this also presents an opportunity
to show again how the government is always helping
the country.)

However, some wood-cutters were at work in it, so little

However, some social workers were at work in it, so

Red Riding Hood was not so very much alarmed when

little Gray Riding Veil was not so very much alarmed
when an unfamiliar young man came towards her.

she saw a great big wolf coming towards her.

(Corrections too numerous and obvious to explain. Accept the corrections and trust us!)

And sure enough, the wolf, though but for the wood-

And sure enough, the young man, though but for the

cutters he surely would have eaten her, only stopped
and asked where little Red Riding Hood was going.

ever-vigilant social-workers he surely would have asked
to escort her, only stopped and asked little Gray Riding

Veil where she was going.
(Here we are afforded the opportunity of again present-

ing the alert protection offered to our citizens by the
government. The second correction needs no comment.)

“| am going to see Grannie, take her this cake and this

“lam going to see Grannie, take her this surplus cake

pot of butter and ask how she is,” said little Red Riding

and this extra pot of butter and ask how she is,” said

Hood.

little Gray Riding Veil.

“Does she live a very long way off?” asked the wolf
craftily.

“Does she live a very long way off?” asked the young
man subversively.

(This substitution made to strengthen plot and conclusion we wish to draw.)

“Not so very far if you go by the straight road,” replied

“Not so very far if you go by the straight road,” replied

little Red Riding Hood. “You only have to pass the mill,

little Gray Riding Veil. ‘““You only have to pass the mill

and the first cottage on the right is Grannie’s; but | am

and the first cottage on the right is Grannie’s; but |

going by the woodpath because there are sucha lot of

am going by the woodpath because there are such a
lot of flowers and shrubs recently planted by the government conservation corps.

nuts and flowers and butterflies.”

(Not so much a correction as a plug. We can never
afford to pass up the opportunity to emphasize the
good the government is doing, especially in the area

of beautifying the landscape.)
“| wish you good luck,” said the wolf politely. “Give my
respects to your grandmother and tell her | hope she is

quite well.”
And with that he trotted off. But instead of going back
the way he came, he turned back, took the straight road
to the old woman’s cottage and rapped on the door.
Rap! Rap! Rap!

“I wish you good luck,” said the young man politely.

“Give my respects to your grandmother and tell her
| hope she is quite well.”
And with that he trotted off. But instead of going
back the way he came, he turned back, took the straight
road to the elderly woman’s cottage and rang the doorbell.
Ding Dong Ding!
(Lobbying by the aged has forced this first change. For
reasoning see detailed correction sheet in the music
revision library under “Elderly Man River.”’ The second
change is obvious. What American home doesn’t have

a modern door chime?)
But Grannie had gone to see the woodcutters, so no
one came to the door. The wolf knocked again and then

walked in and shut the door. Then he put on Grannie’s

But Grannie had gone to see the social-workers about

volunteer work, so no one came to the door. The young
man rang again and then walked in and shut the door.

nightcap and her nightgown, and got into bed and

Then he put on an old robe he found in the closet and

rolled himself well up in the bedclothes.

sat at her desk with his back to the door.
(The first point has to do with opportunity again. We
have the chance to show the great unselfish spirit that

pervades America, so why not stick it in? As for the
second point. We must remember this is a children’s
story. We are not to involve sexual perverts and bed-

room scenes. Do you want we should get a “B” rating
from the L. of D.?)

By and by along came little Red Riding Hood, who had
been amusing herself by gathering nuts, running after
butterflies, and picking flowers.

By and by along came little Gray Riding Veil, who had
been enlightening herself by naming the various types
of trees found along the path. (American children are
always looking for ways to improve themselves mentally. Remember that!)

So she knocked at the door.
Rap! Rap! Rap!
“Who’s there?” said the wolf making his voice as
soft as he could.

So she rang the bell.
Ding Dong Ding!
“Who’s there?” said the young man, trying to conceal his accent as best as possible.

(This change will be explained better as the plot unfolds.)
Now little Red Riding Hood heard the voice, and it was

Now little Gray Riding Veil heard the voice, and it was

very gruff; but she thought her grandmother hada cold,

very strange with its accent, but she thought her grandmother had been practicing her foreign language rec-

so she said:

ords again, so she said:
(First change is more concluding material. The second
point is this: Remember the elderly are always trying to

improve themselves also!)
“Little Red Riding Hood, with a pot of butter and a cake

“Little Gray Riding Veil, with an extra pot of butter and

from mother to see how you are.”

a surplus cake from mother to see how you are.”

“Pull the bobbin and the latch will go up.”

“Push the button and the door will slide open.”

(Remember, this is the “Great Society.’”” We have all

the latest in conveniences.)
So little Red Riding Hood pulled the bobbin and the
latch went up and there, she thought, was her grandmother in the bed; for the cottage was so dark that

she could not see well.

So little Gray Riding Veil pushed the button and the

door opened and there, she thought, sat her grandmother at the desk; for the cottage lights were out in
imitation of the Great Society’s leader who never uses

them unless absolutely necessary.
(Here we are able to show the American devotion to

their President and the economy for which he stands,
and which they so love.)

Besides, the crafty wolf turned his face to the wall at

Besides, the subversive young man turned his face to

first so she could not see. And he made his voice as
soft as possible.

the wall at first so she could not see. And he rid his
voice of accent as best he could.

“Come and kiss me, my dear.”

Then little Red Riding Hood took off her cloak and
went to the bed.
“Oh Grandma, Grandma, what big arms you’ve got!”

“Come and kiss me on the jowls, my dear.”
(This addition again adds to the conclusion, if not already giving it away.)
Then little Gray Riding Veil took off her cloak and
went to the desk.
“Oh Grandma, Grandma, what big arms you've developed in the physical fitness program.”
(This is our last chance for a plug, so we jumped on it.)

“All the better to hug you with, my dear.”

“All the better to strongarm you with, my dear.”

(More conclusion.)
“Oh Grandma, Grandma, what big ears you have!”

“Oh Grandma, Grandma, what pierced ears you have!”
(Again leading to the big ending.)

“All the better to hear you with, my dear.”

“All the better to hide secret recorders in, my dear.”

(More concluding material.)
“But Grandma, what big eyes you have!”

“But Grandma, what a funny shaped head you have!”

(More of same.)
“All the better to see you with my dear.”

“All the more reason you should fear me, stupid capitalist!”
(The plot’s out.)

With that he jumped out of bed and chased little Red

With that he jumped out from behind the desk and

Riding Hood, who ran out of the house.

chased little Gray Riding Veil, who ran out of the house.

But that was the wolf’s undoing, for there he met the
wood-cutters, and they cut off his head before he could
get out of Grannie’s clothes and run away.

met the men from CIA, disguised as social-workers,

The End

But that was the young man’s undoing, for there he
and they arrested him before he could swallow his
party card.

“Congratulations 008, on a job well done. You've just
broken up the major kidnapping ring in the western
world.”

And they hauled the young Red off for further questioning.

(Beautiful. Absolutely beautiful!)
Case closed.

Riddle

Incantation

anonymous

Alice Schroeder

Servant and master am I:
Servant of those living and master of those dead.
Through me speaks an immortal message that makes the world,
weep, laugh, wonder and worship.
I tell the story of love,
the Story of Hate,
the Story that saves,
and the Story that damns,
| am the innocence upon which prayers float to heaven;
1 am the smoke that palls over a field of battle where men lie dying
with me on their lips;
I am close to the marriage altar,
and when the graves open I stand near by,

Close the eyes | love so well
Let me work a gray-witch spell
Think of nothing, all and me
Now, my hand’s infinity
Feel my hand across your brow
Yesterday, tomorrow, now

rescue the soul from its depths, open the lips of the
lovers, and through me the dead whisper to the living.
| am heard through the birds of the air, the insects of the field,
the clash of water on rock-ribbed shores, and I am best heard in the sound
of the swells on city streets: | know no brother, for all men are
my brothers, For | am the best that is in them and they are the best

Always you beneath my gaze
Sense my fingers solve your maze
Let them slowly touch your ear
Exorcizing all you'll hear
Touching things I cannot say
Touching evil words away
Now my fingers feel your eyes
Feel them move, to fall, to rise
Deep gray magic: bring to me
All of pain this man did see
Through my fingers, out and free
Breaking black infinity
Now my wrists your temples know
Pulses four, with peace to flow

that is in me,

Joy to burst to match the sun

I call the wanderer home,

| am of them and they are of me, for | am an instrument of God,
I am faith.

Now, my love, the spell is done.
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He scratched the end of the Renaissance onto
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made the whole apartment seem warmer than it
was and almost steamy. Chico gulped the mouthful of apple down, “Ummn, hi, Buddy, ‘scuse.”’ He

coughed and pounded on his chest, where the
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the sheet, then closed the notebook. By the time
he’d gathered the rest of his books and put his
coat and gloves on, the others were already spilling loudly into the hall. He followed and stepped
out into the surge flowing past the door, letting
himself be swept, somewhat warily, down the
tired but voiceless stairs and ultimately into the
cold outside. There he stopped, and the stream
split to either side of him, like surf fragmented
against a promontory. They left him, like phantom shapes, alone to watch his breath vaporize.
“| do not want,” he thought, “to go back to
that apartment.” For a brief, almost childish moment, he thought that he would perhaps stand in
that spot forever and merely let the flood of students flowing down those weary steps and out
those aged doors crash against him for eternity.
But almost in that same instant he knew that he
would go back, if for no other reason than that he
knew he had nowhere else to go.
It was a cold walk — up the hill, sloped gently
so that it wore you down stealthily, by degrees,
then past the cemetery which he had always regarded as ominous and significant though he
could never say quite how, then finally down the
short lane crammed all out of proportion with
apartments and fraternity houses.
Chico was there on the couch, his feet on the
coffee table, munching an apple and reading
some minor pornograph. The hi-fi throbbed in
the far corner of the room, a quasi-blues that

apple had caught.
Buddy hated Chico. It was a unique hatred

though; somehow it had been born long before
Buddy himself had. He had come to possess it

like something handed down from a long line of
ancestors, and now it extended far beyond the

creature on that couch choking on that little bit
of apple. Now it included a breadth that Buddy
could vaguely conceive but never quite crystallize as an organic whole in his mind, like the sky
maybe, or the sea. And it was an inheritance he
did not quite know how to handle.
“Anything to eat?’ he asked.

“Cheese in the refrigerator,’ Chico answered,
“and some tuna.”
Buddy dropped his coat onto the pile of papers
and odd bits of clothing hunched on the crazed
leather hassock near the door. Then he walked
into the kitchen and put his books on the table.

“No bread though. Ran out this morning.”
They were always running out of bread, Buddv
thought. He could hardly remember a time when
they were not out of bread. He took a forkful of
tuna, unenthusiastically, and settled for that.
“Hey, look, Buddy,’”’ Chico rose from the couch
and moved toward the kitchen, “look, | got a little
favor | wanna ask you. Ah, see, Judi’s comin’ over

The day dragged

on,

almost interminably,

trudging wearily, Buddy thought, toward a night
without rest, a sleep without peace. He moved
in a kind of grinding routine through the next few
hours — ironing a shirt which would be wrinkled
in a short time, shining shoes that would soon
be white with the salt that lay on the streets. He
kept looking at the clock, and he thought that
maybe he could reach up and grab the hands
and time would stop. Next week would cease to
exist, tomorrow would not be, tonight would not

come.
But it did, inevitably, and he found himself walking down that same hill past that same cemetery.

Perhaps he would merely have walked until the
early hours of the morning, but now, what with
even the small warmth of the winter sun gone,
the air was too bitter. It had begun to snow, a

stale, grappled throughout the room with the
scent of too much perfume, and both struggled
under a thick cigarette fog that had nowhere else
to go and so just hung there.
“After a while, you get used to it.’”” He looked
in the direction of the oddly silken voice, and
after a second or two he recognized her as one
of the girls from school, Anita he thought her
name was. She was tall and slender and not exceptionally attractive. That is, until you saw her

walk — or rather glide, because you got the impression that her movements didn’t require any
sort of conscious effort but that she flowed, like
quicksilver, only black and feline. Her eyes were
brown and sad. ‘“‘After a while,” she said, casting

those martyred eyes around the room, “you get
used to it.”” She struck Buddy in that moment as
pure woman, and he thought for a second that

light, almost misty, flaking, swirling aimlessly in
the chill breeze, so that at time it seemed to take
human forms. He headed for Eddie’s.
It was a long walk. By the time he got there, he
was almost totally numb. He looked at the blink-

perhaps he would sit and talk the evening away
with her. But he looked at her face again and saw
the faces of so many girls that he did not even
know but whom he had betrayed, and he walked
to the far end of the room and slid into a tiny

this evening and ah—well Phil and Jerry, see,

ing red and blue neon sign, so deep a red and

booth.

they’re goin’ to the show or something and |
thought maybe...”

blue that it really gave off no light. Briefly he tried
to think of what this place, this street, looked like

A saxophone poured out of the jukebox that
same steamy blues that Chico had played earlier.

“Yea, sure, | was going out tonight anyway.” It

when it was bright and warm out, on a spring day

In the smoke and the noise, the jukebox grabbed

was an old lie. Phil and Jerry were always going

maybe, tried to think of what the sounds were like.

hold of his attention. It became a single, glaring

to the show; he was always going out somewhere.
Maybe it would be different if once, just once, he

The wind bouncing off the walls up and down the
flashing, madly colored canyon laughed, some-

mouth screaming a rampant note senselessly into
the mouth of hell. Perhaps if he had been drunk

said no, if once he said that he had to study or

how lewd and unreal, and it was the same laughter that was always here, like the walls them-

he would have thrown a mug at it. Then again,
he didn’t know if it would have made any real dif-

selves or the signs that gave no light. Buddy

ference; and if it wouldn’t, could he justify it on
the grounds that the pure violence of it would

ways struck him that it really wouldn’t have made
any difference, so he went, but always, he

pulled on the tarnished brass doorpull and
walked in, leaving the street alone to the wispy
snow figures.
It hit him hard in the stomach and shot up in

thought, with a different sort of guilt than Phil or

him, so that he closed his mouth convulsively. The

anything if he were not totally drunk, so it really

Jerry.

smell of too much beer, spilled and long ago

wasn’t important.

that he had a cold. He thought momentarily that
he somehow owed that to Judi or whatever her
name was; but he had thought that he owed that

same debt to the others too. And in the end it al-

have to change something? He thought about
that for a moment, but then it occurred to him
that no matter what the answer, he wouldn’t do

He ordered a beer and started his slow, cool
journey to that never-never land where he wasn’t

brown eyes of the slender, feline girl as he did so.
The streets were empty, and the night was
colder. Again he was alone with the phantom
snow figures, but they were more like real peo-

forming it into a milky pinkness. He walked over
and picked it up. It wasa slip, pink silk, with a
fine white lace embroidery along its bottom edge,
like delicately wrought flowers. It rustled, almost

he wanted. On an empty stomach, he didn’t take

ple now. Somewhere he had known them, every

alive, when he picked it up. ‘“‘Anita,”” he thought.

long to get there.

one of them, and he had loved them and hated
them. Now they followed him up the wearying

The alcohol in his stomach kicked. He let the slip
glide back to its oblivious corner and walked

quite drunk and he wasn’t quite sober, a land far
removed, from which he could return whenever

He’d been sitting for a few hours when a shuffle
from the other end of the bar managed to call
him up from his world. He looked over and saw

one of the college guys — a boy really
—scuffling desperately toward the men’s room, his eyes
glassy, his hand to his mouth. He couldn’t really

have been more than eighteen, and when he got
close enough, Buddy could see where he had
tried to grow a beard and failed so that his only

reward was a ludicrous patch of fine blond hair
on his chin. His movements were intense and
clawing, and they reminded Buddy briefly of war
films where the hero, wounded and dying, manages to fight his way to the enemy pillbox and
destroy it. The boy managed to make it to the

door and vomited there.
Buddy looked around at all the faces he knew
from school and his hate welled up in him, like the
sea and the sky together welling for a storm. He
hated them and he loved them and he didn’t know
what to do about it or what would really make a
difference. The alcohol in him rose up and
screamed to his brain to scream in turn at them,

hill, but abruptly they cut at right angles to it and

wearily to the kitchen. But the slip still shone

entered the cemetery, the dark and real world
where they belonged. They ran among snowcovered chrysanthemums and fragmented themselves suicidally on unknown tombstones. And
Buddy was unable to call them back, he thought,
unable to stop them because he did not know
how, and it wore on him deeply as it always had,
deeply and slowly as the hill tired his legs.
The apartment was dark and empty when he
got there. Chico had gone—where? Maybe to
play among the tombstones? He reached for the

pink in the moonlight.
He went to the icebox, but there was only
the same cheese and the same tuna and no
bread. He openeda bottle of beer, but it tasted
flat and dead itself, so he poured it down the
sink. Then he stood for a moment, fingering the
bottle, testing its weight as a weapon. Perhaps—
the evening flashed by in front of him, the same
exhausting evening, then the weeks and the
vague, intolerable years. He sighed, put the bottle down, and picked up a volume of Eliot from

light switch, unsure as to whether he should turn

where he had laid his books that afternoon:

it on. He did, and the apartment was as he knew

several others—empty—on the coffee table, the
floor. The ashtrays were full, and in the single

‘Because | do not hope to turn again/Because
| do not hope/Because | do not hope...”
Suddenly, he felt tired and old. The weariness
caught up with him and became part of him. His
shoulders seemed to slouch, his head to bow.
The sea had ceased to roar, the differences had

it would be, as it always was—books haphazardly thrown around, a bit of clothing here, a bit

there, a beer-bottle—half full—on the mantle,

large one, the bright gilded one, an apple core,

ceased to matter: the screams, the curses were

and the vessels at his temples burst. He looked

withered and brown with its creases ashen and
dead-like.
He struggled toward the bedroom. Here however he did not touch the light switch; the glare

of no import. His mouth went dry.
He began to struggle again toward the bedroom, but somehow that faint pink light stopped
him. No, he could not go in there again; much

at Anita at the far end of the room and wondered
what she would think if he suddenly stood on this

of the winter moon streaming in from the rear
window cast a vague and yet revealing light. The

less could he sleep there
— at least not tonight.
So he flicked off the light instead and groped his

to curse them, to rage until his head pounded

unimportant wooden table and screamed at them

twin beds, as always, were unmade, clothes

way toward the couch and collapsed upon it, so

and made that table significant. But in the end,

piled high upon one. The floor was littered with

tired that he did not even bother to brush the

the storm blew far out to sea and exhausted itself.
He ordered himself to be sober. Then he

ashes that had missed ashtrays, papers that had
missed the basket, bottles that had forgotten

large clusters of ash from it. When he finally slept
and dreamt of quicksilver, only black and feline,

walked out of the bar back into the cold, but he

where their cartons were. Over in the corner,

and opened his mouth to call her name, he got

could not quite bring himself to look at the sad

something reflected the soft white light, trans-

instead only the bitter and final taste of ashes.

We Argue With A Padlock Till We Die
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“A man is a man when there is need for a man;

I have known boys of fifty for want of a need.”
—ancient Segallian proverb
Locked and alone, a people of children,
we garner our thrills in our separate garrets
while a world eats and sleeps, hopes and plays
unknown, at the length of a finger about us.
Who erected the walls which divide?
12
Who cemented the bars into place on the sills of our lives? (7)
Who estranged us on far-away islands in unmerging seas
with a shirt on each back, and a cloak on each heart
while a fig tree bends low as our one dogged friend?
Would
Would
Would
to sink
Would

oe

that walls might collapse and bars be demolished.
that clothes were torn off and the person exposed.
that hands might be clasped and words quickly spoken
every island and fill in the seas. Yet
that be the answer? We guess not.

Naked we’d stand on our relics of raft in a cupful of water:

drinking fig tea and saving the leaves for a sweater.
It’s enough to make you sick, or drive you one-ward.
Hope for the latter. For walls are levelled,
teacups drained, by the one single instant
of simple exchange which belies every rule of removal.
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Then it is that despite ceaseless months
on the job, in the home, out at play or wherever,

haven't I, on\the fringes
»-drowned back
g,

the gray form beside you assumes flesh and blood,

sits and speaks, moves and acts with a giant-like person
to pull island plugs, ebbing seas dry
at the smash of a crowbar and the fall of a wall.
There is no explanation. You but know it is there
as you slip through the stripes of your cell
and emerge to run naked through town,
laughing aloud, and shouting at each passing stranger:
“Rejoice with me! Today | met a man!”

he days that ool ere yours.

Doug Blom
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pur\ voice above the lonely clatter,
xi horn, and rustled leaves on a noon infal
ose were |the days... must be before your time.
de a minute for another...”
But you know you would at the drop of a hat
or an offer of bread, talk, and wine
with a bed that was yours.

Those Men

Sr. Mary Judelle Ulrich, C.PP.S.

Those men (the ones we shield our children from)
Whose alleys house the forms we’ve somehow lost,
Whose edgeless eyes bore through the clouds of years,
Whose liquid diet must be bought with tears—
To care: does that exact too great a cost?
And if we care, is sympathy the thought
Or is it pity wrapped up in a dime?
Do cups of free soup make their lives so gay,
Does cardboard in their shoes take pain away,
And parks providea place for leisure time?
Knights of the Road we call them as they pass,
Their threads the wounded robes of pauperdom,
But if they bare a glance that makes men think,
If in their shuffled walk we seea slink:
Lj

We take their title back and call them Bum!

Let them curse us as we hurry home,
Home to labeled cans and fleecy floors,
Where the locks have better care than they.
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We can watch the snow fall in their way,
Knowing we can sleep behind tight doors.
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ast out, yours is not the living lie
at warms a gnawing chill with hollow lau;Lhte}
Truly, they have killed you but to make
4 real,
and fled to find their solace in mere sham.
|
Rejoice, old man; they’ve blessed in se
damnation.
Rejoice, old man; this is no homeland yet.

Are they real, these graystone men of no age,
Or do they all dissolve when out of sight?
Perhaps invented out of hidden needs,

Those blunt reminders of our Christian creeds
Turn to pavement when there is no more light.

Yet in the labyrinth of Augean rows
Where hungry black cats wail their nightly psalms,

The bootless baggage, each prostrate with numb,
Now drain the last libation (spilling some)
And hearing something move, stretch out their palms.

The Hourglass

They’re running out —
the sands of time —
down through the crooked glass.
They fell so slowly
once, it seemed,
but now they swiftly pass.
Those sands that fall

in steady stream

Joseph Reid
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have no will to rebel.

But taunting now,
they watch me bend
to love a living hell.
How like the sand
my life has come
to twist, to pile, to drift.
Too fast the thoughts
now tumble round
to weigh, to judge, to sift.
“There is not time,”
the sands repeat,
“to pause, to meditate.
We’re falling faster
now, you know;
it soon will be too late.”
No use to scramble
for a hold

on shifting beds of sands.
No permanence,

no chance for rest —

| give what God demands.
Fall faster sands!

and do not let me
think of coming pain,
When winds will scream
and grains will melt,
washed by the endless rain.
Hance Ma

Bless Me Friar...

Spring of Lincoln green
Lifting Winter’s purse of white...
Go and sin no more.

